
GEOSYNTHETICS FOR

A BETTER WORLD AND

BRIGHTER FUTURE

Inspired by the ideas presented in the 2018 Giroud Lecture: Healing the World:
A Geosynthetics Solution by Dr. Nathalie Touze and in the IGS E-book: Preparing 
the Ground for a Brighter Future, this E-book in 2020 illustrates how Geosynthetics 
manufactured by TechFab India Industries Ltd., have been helping to make India and 
the world a better place with a brighter future.    



In the year 2018  Giroud Lecture entitled Healing the World: A Geosynthetics Solution, Dr. Nathalie Touze 

highlighted how solutions using geosynthetics are helping to overcome the following major global 

challenges and achieving sustainable development goals.

l lQuality water for all Economic development

l lFeed the world Protect against natural disasters

l lProtect our environment Connect people

Dr. Touze also spoke about six universal values which help humanity in living together – beauty, truth,

justice, respect, love and freedom and illustrated how the working of International Geosynthetics

Society is inspired these values. 

Using thoughts from Touze's Giroud lecture, International Geosynthetics Society brought out an eBook to 

demonstrate how geosynthetics are helping to tackle some of the world's biggest challenges and to provide 

an insight into the IGS and the shared values of its organization.  

As a responsible member of IGS, TechFab India Industries Ltd. is committed to promote the appropriate

use of geosynthetics to solve global challenges. In this E-book, we illustrate how over the last 18 years +,

geosynthetics manufactured by TechFab India, have been helping to make a better world with a brighter

future by highlighting the uses of geosynthetics for:  

l lConnecting people Protecting our environment

l lProtecting from natural disaster Economic Development 

We also affirm our commitment to the values cherished by humanity and our resolve to live and work

together  for the welfare of mankind and conservation of nature.

GEOSYNTHETICS 
A Force For Good

Connecting People Protecting from
Natural Disasters

Protecting our Environment Economic Dvelopment

Geosynthetics from TechFab india
Helping to solve global challenges 



An efficient transportation infrastructure is essential for connecting people to each other and to goods and 

services and places. People and goods travel farther and faster today because of the improvements in 

transportation infrastructure. From helping farmers to get a better price for their produce, improving 

people's access to goods, employment, education, healthcare and recreation, and enabling us to explore and 

experience different places, cultures and ways of life, a good transportation infrastructure comprising roads, 

railways, airports and ports is vital to a good quality of life. 

Important applications of geosynthetics in developing good transportation infrastructure include: 

l Use of biaxial geogrids and geotextiles for subbgrade separation and stabilization 

l Use of biaxial geogrids and geocells for the reinforcement/stabilization of granular base and sub

base courses of pavements and sub-ballast/blanket and ballast of railway track-beds

l Use of paving fabrics, and fiberglass grids and composites in asphalt pavements 

l Use of drainage geocomposites for subsurface drainage of pavements, track-beds and hard

standages

l Use of uniaxial geogrids and geostraps for reinforcement of fills for the construction of reinforced

soil walls and steep slopes 

l Use of gabions and geocells for retaining structures and slope protection and stabilization 

l Use of high strength polyester woven geotextiles and PVD's for ground improvement for

 embankments and reclamation fills on soft ground 

TechFab India - To goods, services
and places

Applications:

Functions:

Products:

Roads Railways Airports Port

CONNECTING PEOPLE 
Geosynthetics for 
Transportation Infrastructure 

Products with applications in transportation:

l TechGrid

l TechGrid PP

l TechStrap 

l TechGlass

l TechGlass AIC

l TechGeo

l TechPave

l TGC

l TFI 3000

l TechCell

l TechFab Metal Gabions



Use of geosynthetics in highway pavements help to engineer more efficient, economic and sustainable solutions by: 

l Reducing excavations and minimizing problems associated with the disposal of excavated materials  

l Reducing the thickness of granular subbase, granular base and asphalt concrete layers. This helps to reduce cost and also to reduce mining or river beds and blasting of hills for sand and aggregates 

l Possibility of using lower quality granular materials and industrial wastes as a substitute for high quality granular materials 

l Enhancing performance and reducing maintenance and thereby increasing comfort and minimizing interruptions to smooth flow of traffic

TechCell GeoCell
Karnataka PMGSY

Amaravati, Ring Road, AP
TechGrid PP Biaxial Geogrid

Amaravati Ring Road,AP
TechGrid  PP Biaxial

TechGeo Nonwoven Geotextile
Vadodara Mumbai Expressway

TechDrain Drainage Composite
Agartala

TechGlass AIC
Bharatpur, Rajasthan

CONNECTING PEOPLE
Geosynthetics for Transportation Infrastructure - Highway Pavements



Use of geosynthetics in railway track-beds help to engineer more efficient, economic and sustainable solutions by: 

l Reducing excavations and minimizing problems associated with the disposal of excavated materials

l Reducing the thickness of blanket/sub-ballast and ballast  and thereby helping to reduce costs and conserve granular materials 

l Possibility of using lower quality granular materials and industrial wastes as a substitute for high quality granular materials 

l Providing an efficient method for rehabilitation of existing tracks

l Enhancing performance and reducing maintenance and thereby increasing operational efficiency and reducing life cycle cost 

l Meeting stringent requirements for heavy haul freight corridors and high speed lines performance and reducing maintenance

  and thereby increasing operational efficiency and reducing life cycle cost

 

Kharagpur Railway
TechGrid PP Biaxial

Kota Railway Station
TechCell Geocell

Kota Railway Station
TechCell GeoCell

DFCC JNPT Vaitarna
TechDrain PVD

Kharagpur Railway
TechGrid PP Biaxial

Kharagpur Railway
TechGrid PP Biaxial

CONNECTING PEOPLE
Geosynthetics for Transportation Infrastructure - Railway Trackbeds



CONNECTING PEOPLE 
Geosynthetics for 
Transportation Infrastructure 

TechFab India Geosynthetics for 
Earth Retention and Slope Stabilization
/ProtectionConstruction of earth retaining structures slope stabilisation and protection measures are essential 

components of roads, railways and airports

l Approaches to flyovers, road-over-rail bridges, underpasses, rail-over-road bridges and rail flyovers 

l Highway and railway embankments  

l Highways, railways and airports in hilly terrain

 
Applications of geosynthetics include: 
l Reinforced soil retaining walls and bridge abutments 

l Reinforced soil steep slopes  

l Gabion and GeoCell retaining structures

l Erosion protection of cut and fill slopes 

l Drainage of conventional retaining walls 



CONNECTING PEOPLE 
Geosynthetics for 
Transportation Infrastructure 

TechFab India Geosynthetics
for Airports and Ports

Geosynthetics can contribute towards finding efficient, economic and sustainable solutions for a wide 

range of problems in the design, construction and maintenance of ports and airports: 

l Reinforcement of asphalt pavements of airport runways to resist high wheel loads

l Strengthening of heavily loaded port pavements and container and storage yards 

l Ground improvement for reclamation areas in ports  

Cochin Airport

TechDrain PVD Port Said East, Egypt

JNPT Port Parking Lot, Mumbai
TechCell Geocell

Cochin Airport

JNPT Port Parking Lot, Mumbai
TechGrid PP Biaxial Geogrid



We are witnessing an increase in the frequency and magnitude of natural disasters like cyclones, extreme rain 
fall events, floods, landslides and storm surges due to the effect of global warming and associated climate 
change. At the same time because of the pressures of population growth and economic development, a large 
number of people are forced to live and work in areas prone to natural disasters. Protecting lives, property 
and means of livelihood from natural disasters is one of the most pressing global challenges today.

Geosynthetics can be used to develop efficient, economic and sustainable solutions for protection from 
natural disasters. Here we highlight applications of geosynthetics for flood control and river bank protection, 
coastal protection and landslide control. Applications of geosynthetics include:  

Flood Control and River Bank Protection  

l Geotextiles as filters for subsurface drains and below hard armour erosion systems for flood protection
 embankments 

l Geotextile bags and tubes for emergency and permanent flood protection measures 

l Gabions and GeoCells for earth retention and erosion/scour protection of river banks and flood
 protection works

Coastal Protection  

l Geotextile bags and tubes filled with sand are used to construct flexible and eco-friendly structures for
 coastal protection which are sustainable, aesthetically pleasing and friendly to marine life.   

l Geotextiles  as filters below hard armour revetments for shore protection 

Landslide Control

l Geosynthetic reinforced soil walls and steep slopes 

l Gabions and GeoCells for retaining structures and slope protection 

l Geotextiles and Drainage Geocomposites for subsurface drainage

PROTECTING FROM
NATURAL DISASTERS
Geosynthetics for Natural Disaster
Mitigation

Flood Protection/ 
River Bank Protection

Coastal Protection

TechFab India - Geosynthetics for
Natural Disaster Mitigation 

Products:

l TechGeo Nonwoven Geotextiles

l TechFab Geotextile Bags

l TechFab Geotextile Tubes

l TechGrid Geogrids

l TechFab Gabions and Mattresses

l TechCell GeoCells

l TechDrain Drainage Composites

Applications:
Landslide Control



PROTECTING FROM NATURAL DISASTERS

Flood protection work on the downstream of River Sharda – 
Ghaghra at Lakhimpur, Uttarpradesh, India

Geosynthetics for Flood Control & River Bank Protection

River bank protection work of Jiabharly River 
at Tezpur, Assam, India



PROTECTING FROM NATURAL DISASTERS
Geosynthetics for Flood Control & River Bank Protection

Technology provider and supplier of geosynthetics for Diversion of Ulwe River
at New Mumbai International Airport

TechGrid Geogrid

TechGeo Nonwoven
Geotextile

TechFab Metal Gabion



PROTECTING FROM NATURAL DISASTERS
Geosynthetics for Coastal Protection

Dahanu, Maharashtra
Kattupalli, Chennai



PROTECTING FROM NATURAL DISASTERS
Geosynthetics for Landslide Control

MMRDA Matheran
TechFab Metal Gabion

MMRDA Matheran
TechFab Metal Gabion

Shillong Nongstoin section of NH 44E

Slope Protection at Rongieng Tura Road: Meghalaya



One of the foremost challenges we face today is the protection of our natural environment by controlling 
land, water and air pollution, minimizing ecological degradation, managing carbon emissions and conserving 
natural resources.  Geosynthetics help in the task of environmental protection in many ways: 

l Geosynthetics are essential components of lining and capping systems for waste containment facilities
 for municipal solid waste and hazardous industrial, mining and nuclear wastes. 

l Geosynthetics alternatives with a lower carbon footpint offer greener and sustainable alternatives to

 conventional solutions employing materials like concrete, steel and asphalt. 

l Geosynthetics enable reduction in the use of sand and aggregates, thereby reducing the need for sand
 extraction from river beds and blasting of hills.

l Geosynthetics facilitate the use of waste materials for construction.

l Geosynthetics help in the stabilization and revegetation of degraded landscapes and mine dumps. 

l Geosynthetics enable flood protection, river bank protection and coastal protection measures which are
 ecofriendly 

GEOSYNTHETICS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION
Geosynthetics for Environmental Protection

“Economic prosperity 
cannot be achieved 
at the cost of the 

environment."

Dhapa Landfill - TechGrid Geogrid

Kutch Landfill Slope protection 

TechCell GeoCell

Ash pond Lining 

Techgrid PP 
Biaxial Geogrid



A large percentage of world population is still living under impoverished conditions. With very low incomes which is not able 
to meet even their most basic needs and without access to quality education and health care, a marked improvement in their 
living conditions can be realized with accelerated development of the economy. Increased use of geosynthetics can 
contributed to the growth of economy in different ways:  

l One of the most effective catalysts for boosting economic growth is i nvestment in infrastructure. Geosynthetics have
 extensive applications in infrastructure. 

l Use of geosynthetics can help to realize immediate cost savings. This r educes the initial cost of the projects and releases
 funds  for investment in other projects

l Use of geosynthetics helps to enhance the quality, performance and s ervice life of the facilities and reduce maintenance
 cost. This helps to achieve long-term cost savings. 

l Geosynthetics solutions help to protect built environment and m inimize the economical impact of natural  disasters. 

l Geosynthetic solutions help to reduce economic losses due to e nvironmental and ecological degradation. 

l A growing geosynthetics industry contributes to boosting demand a nd employment

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Geosynthetics for Economic Development

  

TechGrid Geogrid

TechFab Metal Gabion

TechFab Metal 
Gabion

TechGeo Nonwoven
Geotextile







ABOUT TECHFAB INDIA INDUSTRIES LTD:
TechFab India was founded in 2003 with the objective of providing world class geosynthetic products and 
services to serve the needs of manufacturing development in India. From a modest beginning with the setting up 
of a manufacturing facility for woven geotextiles in Silvassa, we have rapidly grown to become the largest 
manufacturer of geosynthetics in India. Today we manufacture a wide range of products at our 
factories in Silvassa and Daman. Details are as under: 

l TechGrid - Kintted and Polymer coated Polyester Geogrids

 (TGU Series CE Marked)

l TechStrap Polyemeric Strip

l TechGlass - Geofibre Geogrids with modified Bitumen

 Coating (CE Marked)

l TechGlass AIC  (Asphalt Interlayer Composite)

l TechGrid PP Biaxial Geogrids

l TFI Woven Geotextile

l TechGeo Needle Punched Nonwoven Geotextiles 

 (CE Marked)

l TechPave (Paving Fabric)

l TechDrain - PVDs

l TechDrain Drainage Composite

l TechCell Geocells

l TechTube Geotextile Tubes, Geotextile Bags etc.

l TechFab Metal Gabions

TechCell
Geocell
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